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Book review
Rheumatoid Arthritis: Helping Yourself. A booklet
produced by the Departments of Occupational
Therapy, and Health Education and Health Promo-
tion of Doncaster Health Authority with the
collaboration of various others. 1985. Available
from the Department of Health Education and
Health Promotion, Alverley House, Springwell
Lane, Balby, Doncaster, South Yorks. £351 for five
bookets - the more that are bought the cheaper the
rate.

The 'right to know' debate is likely to continue, and the
legal implications of uninformed consent may grow more
worrying to doctors. Hence literature written for patients is
to be welcomed, especially if it is as lucid and sensible as in
this booklet.
As its title suggests the aim is pragmatic. Sections cover

general advice, kitchen work, general living, dressing, and
personal hygiene. The excellent illustrations drawn by
Steve Hurst and Paul Thorpe do, by themselves, make it
a worthwhile addition to other practical booklets for
patients. The packaging of articles today often results in

almost unsurmountable difficulties in opening them, even
for those with normal hands- and impossible for those
with rheumatoid ones; the Slitapac' is the answer for
packets and the 'twister' or 'strongboy' for jars. Healthy
housewives might also profit by a look at this booket.
Some information about rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is

provided: about x-rays, the difference between osteoarthri-
tis and RA, how common is RA?, why do joints go out of
shape?, and other questions, for example, what causes
rheumatoid nodules?

I liked the approach to the patient for it is neither
condescending nor paternalistic. The introduction states
'you are a member of a team', and the members of that
team from family doctor to appliance officer, occupational
therapist, and chiropodist (altogether 10) are listed.

Just one caveat: the booklet might strike terror into
some patients who have mild or early disease, since the
picture on the cover shows a woman holding armfuls of
gadgets. The booklet is intended for those who are
handicapped in some way or crippled; but no doubt
precautions are taken in clinics and elsewhere to prevent
the wrong patient getting the wrong booklet.

CLIFFORD HAWKINS
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